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AGENDA ITEM NARRATIVE

Resolution 2021-1780 - White Park-Crosby Park-Aurora Schools Trails Link

BACKGROUND
Attached is the proposed Work Authorization Agreement for the planning and design phase for the trail from White to Crosby Park
and will incorporate links to Aurora Schools.
To help with the estimation of costs, the engineer used an average unit costs derived from historical projects. This is based on a 10
foot wide concrete trail. To derive the design fees, the engineer used a standard fee curve approach.
The fee curve is attached for your review if it will help to understand how the engineer calculated the costs.
The engineer used the fee curve for Type VI Engineering Projects. While we have a new trail, however, we are also dealing with
existing facilities (such as existing roads, culverts, drainage ways, parking lots, etc.) that need to be modified or addressed to
accommodate the trail. Because of this blend, the engineer selected the mid-point between new and renovated projects. Because
of this blend, funding for this will come from the General Fund, Transportation Fund, Stormwater Funding and Park Funding.
The remaining documentation to be self-explanatory. If the Council finds that the total costs (Construction + Engineering) are
beyond the budget, we always have the option to bid smaller sections, but design the overall length. There is an economy of scale
for construction and engineering. We would have it all designed and ready to go as funding allows.

SPECIFIC ACTION REQUESTED
Motion to Approve Resolution No. 2020-1780 Authorizing the City Manager to execute

an agreement with Allgeier Martin and Associates for the planning and design of the
White Park-Crosby Park-Aurora Schools Trails Link

ATTACHMENTS
1. Resolution 2020-1780
2. Work Authorization Agreement for Engineering Services
3. Estimation of Construction Costs and Engineering Fees
4. Engineering and Architectural Fee Curve

